**THE CHALLENGE**
The client and architect for Rosina Street had requested a “white” fair face finish for the core of a new residential development in Rosina Street, Hackney.
PDR construction & Knockbawn Ltd. approached Joe Kirwin of Tarmac RMX London for help. The budget did not allow for white cement to be used and an alternative solution needed to be found.

**OUR SOLUTION**
It was suggested to the architects that a very light grey fair face concrete could be produced using a mix design incorporating GGBS and titanium dioxide pigment- Toptint antique white.
The architects were provided with a number of small samples from which to make their choice of material.
The Tarmac RMX London team, supervised by Joe Kirwin provided a small sample load to site for final approval.
The client and architect approved the mix and an order for 140 cubic metres was placed.

**RESULTS AND BENEFITS**
The Toptint concrete has been placed and has achieved a finish and tone that both the client and architect are happy with. It’s light tone brightens the core area of the building.
A high quality light coloured concrete has been achieved without having to use white cement. This has kept the project on time and in budget.
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**For more details contact** toptint@tarmac.com **or call** 0800 1 218 218
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